Centech fuse box

The AP-1's compact size 3. Once the fuse panel is mounted, you simply attach the positive and
negative wire between the power source battery or relay and the heavy power studs on the
panel. This will allow the AP-1 to supply safe, fused power for up to eight individual electronic
devices, including radio, GPS and other accessories up to 60 amperes. Adding your accessory
is as simple as routing your power wiring from your device to one of the " eight positive and
grounding lugless termial strips " on the AP Our "lugless" terminal strips require you to strip off
a small amount of wire insulation and insert the copper wire into the opening under the
retaining screw. No additional fasteners are needed. Manufactured using only high quality
materials such as plated contacts and stainless steel hardware, the water resistant AP-1 fuse
panel will provide reliable service no matter your application. Centech Wiring Inc. Shopping Cart
0. Quick Search. Item : AP Be the first to write a review. Each AP-1 comes complete with fuses
and necessary hardware, instructions and one year warranty. Related Items. Reviews 0 Write a
Review. No Reviews. Write a Review. All rights reserved. Discussion in ' Equipment ' started by
Big-B , Feb 14, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Centech fuse panel. Big-B , Feb 14, Joined: Aug
1, Oddometer: Why would you need the AP-2 which allows you to have your electrical devices
powered even when the bike is off. It seems that the AP-1 would be fine where the power is shut
off to all devices when the bike is turned off. I was about to order the AP-1 and when i saw the
AP-2 i figured i should probably get some opinions before making a decision. What things
would you want powered when the bike is off, and wouldn't those things kill your battery?
MeanMoe , Feb 14, Joined: Oct 26, Oddometer: 2, Location: Boonies. The AP-2 would come in
handy if you plan on hard wiring a GPS that does not have an internal battery and that you
would like the GPS to stay on even when the bike is off. The Garmin 2xxx series do not have an
internal battery so you would loose trip info if the power shut off when you turn the bike off.
Other than that, I'd opt for the AP-1 to avoid leaving anything on and draining the battery. I got it
from Jim at easternbeaver. Mine has one unswitched for my GPS and 3 switched for heated
grips, a pump cigar socket and a future heated vest. I just finished the install tonight.
Easternbeaver is a great site with loads of info. Pretty cheap and fast shipping from Japan too.
Mark B. AngryScot , Feb 14, Dastard , Feb 15, Joined: Sep 25, Oddometer: Location: wherever I
am told to be. If you are worried about your garmin losing info at a stop, just wire it straight to
your battery. They are good with an guage wire small and you can run an inline fuse if you want.
Run everything else off the fuse block. If your point is to run everything off the fuse block then
get the AP2. I have my lights, heated grips, horns, and outlet running off my AP1 attached to a
relay and my Heated Jacket runs straight off the battery. Joined: Oct 8, Oddometer: 1, Location:
Omawhere? I used the AP1. ADV Sponsors. Big-B , Feb 15, I have been dealing with Jim from
eastern beaver, he has been great. Last night every e-mail i sent him he resonded to right away.
I sent him six e-mails with questions and he answered them all. Everything else will probably be
switched. Thanks guys for your opinions. MeanMoe , Feb 15, Second vote for Eastern Beaver.
Jim is very good to work with. HaChayalBoded , Feb 15, I have yet to hook up the AP1 so if
someone wants it I will sell it. Joined: Aug 28, Oddometer: 83 Location: Virginia. Has anyone
installed an auxilliary fuse box in an FGS? Seems like the easiest spot to mount it would be the
tail box, but that is so far away from just about everything that it would power. Thanks, Keith.
HaChayalBoded , Feb 28, John Harden , Feb 28, Same here. I considered both and bought the
AP2. Having it always hot is beneficial during stop and go riding offroad where you might be
taking pics, talking to other riders, etc. Without hot all the time power, you either have to shut it
down, or tell it to go to internal battery power. This way, I don't have to do anything and it
always stays on. I have two aux plugs that will also be hot all the time. I usually use them for air
pumps, etc. Regards, John. Joined: Sep 22, Oddometer: I went with the AP But Im a bit
confussed here. The only thing that isn't is my BIG accessory lights up front which use a key on
power source from the bikes fuse box for the relay while the lights get their power from the AP
Im able to use everything without turning on the key which make it possible too. On trips I rarely
turn off my GPS until the bike is parked for the evening. My Xm is alway's ready for use while
parked with a small portable powered speaker. The XM uses just about zero power and is nice
to be able to use without having to key the bike on. Radar is also nice to have on without having
to key the bike on. Tankbag is wired for power. I have an accessory box that has 3 cigarette
style plugs inside the tank bag This box also has a switch with LED indicator light so I can turn
it off when need be. And once again its nice to be able to charge my phone, camera, batteries,
ect. The AP-1 fit great right up under the rear of the GSA's fuel tank on this little mount I made
that attaches to the top of the air cleaner box along with the relay for my lights. In the picture
here its installed but you'll notice no wires are hooked up yet. Except for the red wire in the
lower right hand courner. Thats the hot lead comming from the bikes fuse box for the relay.
NBeener , Feb 29, Ok, I finally got the aluminum plate I was waiting on and have fabricated my
mounting plate and mounted an auxiliary fuse box in the tail box of my 07 FGS. As far as I know,

this is the first posting of an auxiliary fuse box in an F at least I haven't been able to find any
other posts , so I hope it helps any other F owners out there looking to do something similar.
Please be gentle, as this is the first real mod I have made, as I don't include installing the
Caribou side cases as a mod, per se. Without further ado I decided, after looking at and
rejecting a location under the seat as being to cramped and possibly interferring with the seat,
to install the fuse box in the tail box of the bike. I figured I wasn't using this space, and as long
as I could actuate the seat release, all the rest of the space was up for grabs. The one down side
of this location that gave me a lot of pause is the distance from the "cockpit", as everything will
have to have long runs to reach the fuse box. I think I may ground most things out to the
battery, though. All 12 Ga. I had good luck and didn't get any cracking in the bend. It's a bit
ratty, but seems to be solid, and the wires are out of the way. I used the same type of fuse box
as Eastern Beaver, and maybe the same type of 40 Amp relay as well. It was easier to put this
under the seat so that I wouldn't have to run any MORE wire in the tail box. As I am typing this, I
am not sure if the pictures are posting properly, so there may be a follow-up post to try and get
that working properly. I have the latter, so hopefully this worked. I am surprised that I can't use
Flickr? Oh well, I am done with this post today. If the images don't show up and someone
knows how to do it, drop me a line. Here is one quick picture, though. Post 6. Looks like a really
professional intall job! Thanks for sharing. The next is the exposed battery for connecting the
ground lead. I decided that it would be easier to connect the positive lead to the jump start
terminal since it was fairly easy to get at and had a threaded terminal already there. This is just
a shot of where I ran the wires. MG] Here is the final install. Well, that's about it. Thanks Mark.
And thanks for the assessment. How did you get the links to display? You must log in or sign
up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your
password? Browse our online catalog or search for a specific product using the tools on the
left. When you've found what you want, simply it add to your cart and continue shopping or
checkout. Some custom products, such as some wiring kits with a "K" prefix, cannot be
completely ordered online because one of our technicians must speak with you in order to
assure the product is constructed to meet your precise specifications. You will be instructed to
call when necessary. If you require technical information before ordering, please call If you
prefer to order Centech products over the phone, call weekdays between am and pm Eastern
time. Centech Wiring Inc. Shopping Cart 0. Quick Search. Featured Items. All orders placed
during that time will be processed after June 20th! Why Buy from Centech? Our kits are built to
last! At Centech, we take great care to use only the best materials available to manufacture our
wiring kits. We use materials manufactured in the United States almost exclusively. After all, to
build a quality product, you must start with quality components. This wire is designed to
operate at degrees and can work at full capacity even when used inside the engine
compartment. In addition, the molecular cross-linking offers superior cut-through resistance
that helps protect the wire against chafing which is caused by sharp edges. The wire insulation
is also resistant to oil, gasoline, anti-freeze, and other substances, which increases the life of
our harness kits. Many of our competitors use less expensive, lower temperature PVC wire to
reduce their cost so they cannot offer you a product with the superior properties that
cross-Linked wire provides. Guilty as charged. Some of our customers say our kits are
"over-designed" due to our use of heavy-duty components. The extra heavy cross-linked wires
are also labeled every few inches for easy identification and installation. We use only "tinned",
rather than brass electrical terminals whenever possible. Each terminal is machine-installed and
hand-soldered. All Centech fuse panels are machine-soldered to insure proper operation, and
use lug connections whenever possible. We specify enclosed "ATC"-type fuses that prevent
spark
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ing in case a fuse failure should occur. The relays we use are the best available. Heavy-duty
studs or lugless connectors are used to bring power into and out of our fuse panels. We are so
confident in the quality of our product that each kit, including all switches and wires, is covered
by our conditional one-year warranty. Great Instructions Our kits are shipped in several
packages and include comprehensive instructions for installation. Our instructions feature
visual diagrams as well as simple to understand written instructions to make the installation
process as easy as possible. At Centech, quality and safety are our number one priority and this
can't be achieved by cutting corners! Years of engineering experience, from simple wiring to
integrated circuit design, have taught us that compromising quality or our customers' safety is
not the way to build the best product. After all, our continued success can only come from

repeat, satisfied, customers, like you. All rights reserved.

